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DIN-RAIL MOUNT POWER SUPPLIES
Full Function Series

Recommended EMI/EMC Filter
EAC-06-472-D

Greener than Ever
 KH30/60/90/120/240/480

The power supply is equipped with peak power of 1.5The power supply is equipped with peak power of 1.5 
times rated. This allows start up of machines with a times rated. This allows start up of machines with a 
large inrush current. large inrush current. 

By optimizing component distribution, we have achievedBy optimizing component distribution, we have achieved
the operating temperature range of -25the operating temperature range of -25oC ~ +70 ~ +70oC for  for 
KH120F-480F and -20KH120F-480F and -20oC ~ +70 ~ +70oC for KH30F-90F. It  for KH30F-90F. It 
is ideal for use in an enclosed space such as acontrol is ideal for use in an enclosed space such as acontrol 
box.box.
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Remote control terminal included as standard. PowerRemote control terminal included as standard. Power
line ON / OFF control is simple.line ON / OFF control is simple.

We have increased power density by reducing internalWe have increased power density by reducing internal
loss to be among the world’s highest.Make your controlloss to be among the world’s highest.Make your control
panel narrower, smaller and lighter.panel narrower, smaller and lighter.

Two types of interface are available, depending on Two types of interface are available, depending on 
where you install. Captured screw feature simplifies where you install. Captured screw feature simplifies 
wiring work.wiring work.

Recommend
EAC-06-47

GGreen
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